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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0023268A1] 1. Printer of the type providing a wire-matrix (38) dot print head (30, 32), said print head providing several print wires
actuated to print a series of first dots on a recording medium while the head moves laterally in front of said medium, said head being tilted to print
a series of second dots between the first dots printed, said printer comprising : a print head (30, 32) providing several print wires (38) the center of
each wire end being separated from the center of the adjacent wires by a given distance, a carrier (34) moving in front of said medium and carrying
said print head (1), and rotation means for pivoting the point head with respect to the carrier around a rotation axis which is defined by two cylindrical
rotation shafts (56, 58) extending from either side of the print head, said printer being characterized in that said rotation means include : two rotation
shafts receiving means (118) affixed to the carrier, each receiving means having a receiving element (156) for the rotation axis one end of which has
an angular recess (164) to house its associated rotation shaft (56 or 58), flexible means (172) which are respectively associated with said receiving
means, whereby each flexible means maintains the respective rotation shaft in the angular recess (164), said flexible means including a case and
a spring device, each case providing a first passage (168) to house its associated rotation shaft (56 or 58) and a second passage (170) which
has a common space with said first passage and said rotation shaft (56 or 58), said second passage including, on either side of said shaft, said
compressed spring device (172) and said receiving element for the rotation axis (156) in such a way that said spring device maintains said rotation
shaft in the angular recess (164) of the receiving element for the axis (156), and means (124) for causing the print head to be pivoted around the
rotation axis and means (65, 142) for limiting pivoting of the head in such a way that the print wires print the series of first dots and then the series of
second dots.
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